T ranscription and splicing are intrinsically linked, as splicing needs a pre-mRNA substrate to commence. The more nuanced view is that the rate of transcription contributes to splicing regulation. On the other hand there is accumulating evidence that splicing has an active role in controlling transcription elongation by DNA-dependent RNA polymerase II (RNAP II). We briefly review those mechanisms and propose a unifying model where splicing controls transcription elongation to provide an optimal timing for successive rounds of splicing.
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Speed of Transcription Regulates Alternative Splice Site Selection
Splicing often occurs co-transcriptionally, 1 so that at the time of splicing the mRNA molecule is attached to the RNAP II complex which is still engaged in transcription. 2 This observation is the foundation of models explaining the effect of transcription elongation on splicing. Most studies on the role of transcription in regulation of splicing focused on alternative splice sites, as their splicing is easily disturbed by modulation of the RNAP II transcription elongation rate. 3 Based on those data a kinetic coupling model has been proposed. 4 This model predicts that when 2 alternative splice sites (SS) of similar strength compete, the slowdown of RNAP II elongation would favor the upstream SS while the faster elongation would favor the downstream SS. This model has gained strong support from studies using fast/slow RNAP II mutants, 5 chemical modulators of RNAP II elongation rate 6 and alternative splice site selection defects in elongation factors mutants 7 ( Fig. 1 upper panel) . We have recently inhibited in Arabidopsis RNAP II elongation by 6AU treatment and interference of RNAP II endonucleolytic cleavage by mutations in Transcription Elongation Factor S-II (TFIISmut). As predicted by the kinetic coupling model we observed a preferential selection of upstream splices sites. 8 In addition, the analysis of RNAP II occupancy in TFIISmut background revealed a localized increase of RNAP II levels at the alternative splice sites rather than a uniform effect on RNAP II occupancy. 8 
Splicing-Induced Transcriptional Pausing
Many different factors have been discovered that help polymerase to elongate efficiently. 9 In spite of that, recent data have shown that RNAP II elongation rate is far from uniform. 10 One of the major transcription elongation blocks within the gene body turned out to be splicing junctions. [10] [11] [12] This is further supported by enhanced RNAP II accumulation on alternatively spliced exons in humans. 13, 14 Consistent with this model research carried out in yeast has shown that splicing leads to transient polymerase pausing at the splice sites. 15 In addition, recently circular ncRNA produced by back-splicing have been proposed to feedback to locally control transcription elongation of RNAP II at the splice site. 16, 17 All this strongly suggests that splicing, especially alternative splicing control RNAP II elongation at splice sites (lower panel of Fig. 1) .
Therefore, on one hand splicing is regulated by the speed of transcription, while on the other hand splicing itself can enforce a transient pausing/slowdown of the elongating polymerase.
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As mentioned above the transcription elongation rate is not uniform and active splice sites pose a significant barrier to RNAP II. In agreement with this Arabidopsis plants with indirectly compromised RNAP II endonucleolytic cleavage showed a restricted increase in the RNAP II signal at alternative splice sites. 8 We interpret this localized increase in RNAP II occupancy as a transient RNAP II elongation pause site. We therefore propose that RNAP II elongation impediment may perturb the ability of RNAP II to negotiate an elongation roadblock posed by splicing. As a result, regulation of splicing by transcription elongation may to some extent be a consequence of splicing-mediated transcriptional roadblock.
Mutation analysis in yeast has shown that the act of splicing rather than splice sites themselves are the cause of pausing. 15, 18 Correspondingly we have recently identified Arabidopsis homolog of NTR1, a spliceosome accessory factor, as required for transcriptional pausing. 8 This supports the view that the process of splicing and spliceosome, rather than a DNA/RNA sequences, are required for RNAP II pausing.
A rational consequence of this model is some type of a splicing memory. We envisage that after a round of transcription and splicing, splice sites are marked depending on their splicing efficiency. Our anticipation is that this splicing memory mark impedes RNAP II elongation during the next round of transcription to increase the splicing effectiveness. We hypothesize that although this memory mark is related to splicing, it should be stable enough to withstand a temporal shutdown of transcription and splicing (Fig. 1) .
Splicing memory in the context of tissue specific alternative splicing has been previously proposed to rely on histone posttranslational modifications. 19 In addition in plants alternative splicing of FLC antisense transcript COOLAIR has been shown to affect FLC gene expression. 20, 21 This effect is correlated with a concomitant change in positive/negative histone marks ratio and transcription elongation change that potentially feed on FLC capping efficiency. 21, 22 This provides another example of how alternative splicing can affect gene expression presumably thru splicing memory.
The epigenetic nature of histone modifications makes them likely candidates for the proposed splicing memory marks. However, there are many other possible candidates, including proteins deposited during splicing at the nascent-RNA/ DNA, DNA methylation, circular RNA, histone variants etc.
The function of splicingdependent RNAP II pausing may go beyond feeding back to increase the splicing efficiency. Aberrant splicing often leads to NMD (Nonsense-mediated decay) mediated RNA degradation. 23 In addition, aberrant splicing may prime shutdown of gene expression. In agreement with this we reported transcriptional downregulation of Delay of Germination 1 (DOG1) expression in response to aberrant splicing in Arabidopsis. 8 One possible mechanism may involve a crosstalk with the RNAi pathway, as recently reported in Cryptococcus neoformans. 24 However, other pathways are clearly operating as a transcriptional downregulation by aberrant splicing has been observed in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which lack RNAi machinery. 18 In support of these observations the presence of the correctly spliced introns has an activating effect on transcription in many different systems. 25, 26 Even so, molecular mechanisms behind these observations remain unclear.
To conclude, efficient splicing emerges as one of the main quality checkpoints in the production of mRNA, and splicing and transcription appear to be mutually dependent: splicing is regulated by the transcription elongation rate but the outcome of splicing modulates transcription elongation. Therefore the presence of introns not only represents an evolutionary conserved way to enhance transcription but may also serve as a quality checkpoint in the course of gene expression.
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